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Then God said, “Let us make humankind in our image, according to our likeness.” 

—Genesis 1:26 

 

Ancient Witness:  Genesis 3:14-24 

 

I decided a while ago that I would preach about human nature as part of this series on science and reli-

gion.  I could never have predicted how fitting this subject would be this morning.  In recent days, we 

have heard the President make public threats toward North Korea about imposing unimaginable “fire 

and fury,” an allusion to a nuclear attack.  This has prompted both anxiety and outrage that such reckless 

rhetoric could lead the world down a path toward unspeakable devastation. 

 

This is a chilling reminder of what the peace movement and those working for sane nuclear policy have 

been saying for 50 years: There are no winners in a nuclear war—only losers.  So it must be said that we 

are a species capable of self-annihilation.  We have both the ability and the lack of moral restraint to 

cause total, global destruction.  Of course, one could say we are already doing this incrementally with 

our stubborn use of fossil fuels and warming the planet beyond the point of no return. 

 

And then yesterday, in Charlottesville, VA, a few hundred self-proclaimed White supremacists and Na-

zis gathered to proclaim what must be named as a hateful and bigoted message.  They were almost en-

tirely young white men, chanting Nazi slogans such as “blood and soil,” and “Heil Trump,” marching 

with torches at night, some openly carrying automatic weapons. 

 

This was not a Klan rally or a German fascist rally in the early 20th century.  This was 2017 in Virginia, 

proving that as a species we are never immune to this sick behavior, and so we need to muster all of our 

spiritual and moral resources and be eternally vigilant. 

 

There were clergy and faith leaders there to oppose them—most from progressive and mainline 

churches.  There were young university students who bravely came out to oppose them.  There were 

members of the community and activists for racial justice who came to courageously oppose them—

Black and White together.   

 

History will judge us, as it has previous generations—what did we do to stop such a malignant move-

ment in its tracks? And we will remember those who spontaneously rose up to challenge the hatred, rac-

ism and white dominance trying to assert itself.  We will remember those united for love and justice, and 

those dozens of people who were deliberately and viciously run down by a car, driven by a sick and mis-

guided ideology.  We remember Heather Heyer, a 32-year-old paralegal, who was murdered and the 

many others who were critically wounded, for us all to see. 

 

For we are a species great potential for good and bad, capable of heinous violence but also of selfless 

love. 

 

Evidence from molecular biology indicates that African chimpanzees and gorillas share more than 99 

percent of their DNA with that of human beings (which would be comparable to the genetic kinship of 



 

 

horses and zebras).  This evidence and fossil discoveries have led scientists to conclude that human be-

ings and modern apes descended from common ancestors. 

 

Some 4 million years ago, an apelike creature was walking around on two legs.  In Ethiopia, Donald 

Johnson found the bones of a short female, who they called Lucy.  She walked on two legs but had long 

arms and a brain size like that of the apes, while her teeth show that she was a meat eater.  It appears that 

the move from trees to grassland encouraged upright posture and a shift to hunting, long before the de-

velopment of a larger brain. 

 

Homo habilis, who was discovered by Louis Leakey, lived over 2 million years ago, had a larger brain 

and chipped stones to make primitive tools.  Homo erectus, about 1.6 million years ago, had a much 

larger brain, lived in long-term group sites, made more complicated tools and probably used fire.  Forms 

of Homo sapiens were in Europe 500,000 years ago.  The Neanderthals were in Europe 100,000 years 

ago.  Cro-Magnons made paintings on cave walls 30,000 years ago.  Agriculture goes back only 10,000 

years.  The earliest known writing, Sumerian, is 6,000 years old.  The biblical patriarchs began 4,000 

years ago.  The exodus from Egypt was in 1280 BCE or about 3,000 years ago.  Techniques for melting 

metal brought first the Bronze Age and then the Iron Age about 3,000 years ago.  Ian Barbour writes: 

 

The human brain itself incorporates this long history.  At the base of our brains are the oldest 

structures, which we share with reptiles and birds; they control respiration, the cardiovascular 

system, and instinctive behavior, which is rigidly programmed genetically.  The midbrain or 

limbic system, which we share with animals, controls our hormones and emotional life (pleas-

ure, fear, sex, hunger, and so forth).  The outer layer or neocortex, which is prominent in higher 

mammals and humans, controls perceptual, cognitive and communicative processes.  The neo-

cortex makes possible more complex forms of language, learning and intelligence. 

 

He concludes that both science and the biblical tradition see humanity as part of nature, but a unique 

part.  Despite the presence of unconscious impulses, we are capable of rational reflection and intellectual 

creativity.  Despite the constraints of genes and culture, we are able to take responsibility for moral 

choices. 

 

Several people have been able to integrate the biblical view of human nature and morality with an evolu-

tionary understanding of the universe.  One of them is Rabbi Harold Kushner.  His reading of Genesis 3, 

which has been commonly called “The Fall” in Christian theology, is a story “not of Paradise Lost but of 

Paradise Outgrown, not of Original Sin but of the birth of Conscience.”  He wrote: 

 

The account of Adam and Eve eating the great of the Tree of the Knowledge of Good and Evil, 

as I see it, is a mythical description of how the first human beings left the world of animal exist-

ence behind and entered the problematic world of being human.  It is the biblical account of 

evolution, seeing the difference between humans and animals in moral rather than in anthropo-

logical terms. 

 

Here is what he means:  Human life is much more complex and complicated than animal life because we 

are alert to the moral dimension of the choices we make.  The more authentically human we are, the 

more complicated our lives become.  Animals don’t have to make moral decisions.  When it comes to 

killing for food, when it comes to mating, when it comes to protecting their young or sending them off 

on their own, animals are driven by instinct.  Human beings, having eaten from the Tree of Knowledge 

of Good and Evil, find these issues much more complicated. 

 



 

 

And so, with this increased complexity there is good news and there is bad news.  On one hand, we can 

feel love, joy, hope, achievement, faithfulness and creativity in ways that animals do not.  On the other 

hand, we can also feel loss, anxiety, frustration, jealously and betrayal at levels animals will never know. 

 

When we read verses 16 through 19, we can show much more complicated life has become.  Adam’s 

descendants would earn their bread by the sweat of their brow.  This refers not only to physical labor but 

to the anxiety that seems to be an inevitable part of a person’s earning a living.  Eve will find childbirth 

and child-rearing painful.  For human beings, raising offspring is not just a matter of instinct.  It can be 

slow, tedious and challenging work.  What other animal deals with the complex issues of adolescence?  

Mating and sexuality are also much more complicated in human life.  It has been pointed out that human 

beings are the only living creatures that make love face to face, because only with human beings does it 

matter who your partner is.  With human beings, sex is not only about the instinct to reproduce, it is 

about love, intimacy and shared pleasure.  “Your desire shall be for your husband,” it says.  Human be-

ings also have an awareness of their own mortality that animals do not.  “Out of the dust you were taken, 

and to the dust you shall return.”  With human life came increased complexity. 

 

I agree with Kushner that the story of the Garden of Eden is not a story of the Fall of Humanity, but of 

the Emergence of Humankind.  It is a story not of regression or slipping backward to a more imperfect 

state; this a story of progression and ascent.  He writes: 

 

It is a story of the first human beings graduating, evolving from the relatively uncomplicated 

world of animal life to the immensely complicated world of being human and knowing that there 

is more to life than eating and mating, that there are such things as Good and Evil. 

 

Someone once asked Charles Darwin whether there was still anything unique about the human being, 

and he answered, “Man is the only animal that blushes.” 

 

Before they ate from the Tree of Knowledge, the story-teller makes a point of telling us that they were as 

naked as the rest of the animals, and like the animals, felt no shame.  But once they rose above the ani-

mal level, they gained a sense of self-consciousness, a sense of being held to a standard that no animal 

is.  Even as dogs can hear high pitched tones that we cannot, we hear cries of conscience to which ani-

mals are deaf.  It was not so much that being naked was immoral, but that a person with a sense of mo-

rality knows the feeling of being scrutinized and judged. 

 

And so human beings are creatures capable of recognizing the gap between what they are and what they 

can be expected to be, and of being embarrassed by that gap.  We are the animal that blushes, and that 

makes our lives more complicated.  So guilt and shame are part of the human experience.  (Guilt is the 

judgement we pass upon ourselves; shame is the sense of being judged by someone else.)  Psychiatrist 

Willard Gaylin writes, 

 

Shame and guilt are necessary for the development of some of the most elegant qualities of hu-

man potential… They are not useless emotions.  They signal to us that we have transgressed 

codes of behavior which we personally want to attain. 

 

If we are the only creatures that blush, then a typical person cannot feel shame is less than completely 

human, not realizing a basic potential. 

 

But it gets complicated.  Carried too far, feelings of guilt and shame stop being useful and become harm-

ful.  It has been said, “A sensitive conscience is a fine servant but a terrible master.”  Sometimes we 



 

 

jump from “I have done some wrong things,” to “I am wrong, unacceptable.”  Human life is incredibly 

complex. 

 

And so, is the evolution and emergence of the human life good or bad?  The reviews are mixed.  It is 

true that human beings do wrong things and are capable of cruelty and deceit far worse than any other 

creature.  But human beings can be strong, creative, generous and self-disciplined.  They can be loving, 

thoughtful and gentle, demonstrating care for others and the planet.  They are created in the image of 

God, yet this image is sometimes hard to see and struggles to emerge. 

 

In the end, I agree with Kushner, that the emergence of humanity was good.  He has an alternative end-

ing to the creation story that shows how uninspiring life might have been: 

 

So the woman saw that the tree was good to eat and a delight to the eye, and the serpent said to 

her, “Eat of it, for when you eat of it, you will be as wise as God.”  But the woman said, “No, 

God has commanded us not to eat of it, and I will not disobey God.” 

 

And God called to the man and the woman and said to them, “Because you have hearkened to 

my word and not disobeyed My command, I shall reward you greatly.”  To the man, God said, 

“You will never have to work again.  Spend all your days in idle contentment, with food growing 

all around you.”  To the woman, God said, “You will bear children without pain and you will 

raise them without pain.  They will need nothing from you.” 

 

“Children will not cry when their parents die, and parents will not cry when their children die.”  

To both of them, God said, “For the rest of your lives, you will have full bellies and contented 

smiles.  You will never cry and you will never laugh.  You will never long for something you 

don’t have, and you will never receive something you always wanted.  And the man and the 

woman grew up together in the garden, eating daily from the Tree of Life and having many chil-

dren.  And the grass grew high around the Tree of Knowledge of Good and Evil until it disap-

peared from view, for there was no one to tend it. 

 

For me, I like the other ending in Genesis better.  There is pain, but there is also a level of satisfaction 

and fulfillment that makes the pain bearable.  Theologian Philip Hefner has said that we are God’s co-

creators: 

 

We humans created in the image of God are participants and co-creators in the ongoing work of 

God’s creative activity.  We are being drawn toward a shared destiny which will ultimately de-

termine what it means to be a true human being. 

 

As human beings, we have evolved from a state of instinct into the knowledge of good and evil.  As a 

species, we have moved into a higher state of consciousness and awareness.  And we can even deliber-

ately co-create with God.  We participate in our own evolution, for we have not arrived. 

 

In Jesus and other spiritual masters, we see an even greater level of awareness; we see a higher level of 

evolution; we see true humanity realizing its potential; we someone who was fully alive to the world; we 

someone living in relatedness to all people and things; and in Jesus, we see someone awake to the pres-

ence of the Sacred. 

 



 

 

What I’m talking about is a mystical experience which is the path of paradise.  Not the mythical paradise 

from which the first humans were expelled, that would be regression.  Rather this paradise is the aware-

ness that God is always “walking in the garden” with us, that we are never separated.  This paradise is 

the experience of oneness with God and the Universe. 

 

Theologian Gerd Theissen once said that there is, indeed, a missing link between apes and true human-

ity, and this missing link is us.  And so, for the sake of our brothers and sisters, for the sake of our spe-

cies, for the sake of the planet, may we continue to evolve! 

 

 

(NOTE: The spoken sermon, available online, may differ slightly in phrasing and detail from this manu-

script version.) 


